n-Back task performance and corresponding brain-activation patterns in women with restrictive and bulimic eating-disorder variants: Preliminary findings
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A B S T R A C T

Eating disorder (ED) variants characterized by “binge-eating/purging” symptoms differ from “restricting-only” variants along diverse clinical dimensions, but few studies have compared people with these different eating-disorder phenotypes on measures of neurocognitive function and brain activation. We tested the performances of 19 women with “restricting-only” eating syndromes and 27 with “binge-eating/purging” variants on a modified n-back task, and used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine task-induced brain activations in frontal regions of interest. When compared with “binge-eating/purging” participants, “restricting-only” participants showed superior performance. Furthermore, in an intermediate-demand condition, “binge-eating/purging” participants showed significantly less event-related activation than did “restricting-only” participants in a right posterior prefrontal region spanning Brodmann areas 6–8—a region that has been linked to planning of motor responses, working memory for sequential information, and management of uncertainty. Our findings suggest that working memory is poorer in eating-disordered individuals with binge-eating/purging behaviors than in those who solely restrict food intake, and that observed performance differences coincide with interpretable group-based activation differences in a frontal region thought to subserve planning and decision making.

1. Introduction

Most diagnostic criteria for the eating disorders (EDs) differentiate anorexia nervosa (AN) from bulimia nervosa (BN) (e.g., American Psychiatric Association, 2013)—AN being characterized by willful restriction of food intake and weight loss, BN by recurrent eating binges and compensations (through self-induced vomiting, laxative misuse, or other means). As binge-eating and purging occur in many people with AN, the syndrome is further subdivided into “AN-restricting (AN-R)” and “AN-binge-eating/purging” (AN-BP) types, depending upon the presence or absence of binge-eating and purging behaviors. Individuals who binge and purge (whether they have AN-BP or BN) are noted to be more prone to behavioral disinhibition and affective instability than are those who solely restrict food intake (Rosvall et al., 2006; Steiger et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013), and various findings validate the concept that “restricting-only” and “binge-eating/purging” individuals, regardless of weight status, fall into separate classes (Keel et al., 2004; Williamson et al., 2005; Wade et al., 2006; Wildes and Marcus, 2013). The present study sought to evaluate the extent to which the “restricter-only” versus “binger–purger” distinction coincided with distinct neurocognitive tendencies.

1.1. EDs, executive functions, and brain activations

Executive functions are higher order cognitive processes that regulate such mental operations as selective attention, working
memory, and inhibitory control (Elliott, 2003). Executive functions are thought to implicate “frontostriatal” neurocircuits encompassing the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex, and connected brain structures—including the premotor and motor cortices, dorsal cingulate cortex, frontal poles, and medial posterior parietal cortex (Phillips et al., 2003). Some functional neuroimaging studies in ED populations point to the presence of frontostriatal abnormalities and associated executive-control problems (Pietrini et al., 2011; Friederich et al., 2013). For instance, Marsh and colleagues reported that adults with BN responded more impulsively and made more errors than did healthy adults on a task necessitating the inhibition of responses that were “primed” by incongruent stimulus information. Furthermore, when responding correctly to incongruent trials, people with BN failed to activate frontostriatal circuits to the extent seen in healthy controls (Marsh et al., 2009). Severity of bulimic symptoms was inversely correlated with the extent of frontal activations. A follow-up study in adolescents with BN roughly replicated the imaging findings, but not group-based performance differences, or the association between activations and eating symptoms (Marsh et al., 2011). Also implicating frontostriatal circuitry, but showing different activation patterns, a second study in adolescents found those with AN-BP or BN, when performing a go/no-go task tapping inhibitory control, to show significantly greater activations in the hypothalamus and right DLPFC than did healthy adolescents or adolescents with AN-R, and greater activations than did normal controls in the bilateral precentral gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, and middle and superior temporal gyri (Lock et al., 2011). Eating-symptom severity was not correlated with extent of activations.

1.1. The n-back task

n-Back tasks tap people’s ability to maintain attentional control while manipulating task-relevant information in working memory (Owen et al., 2005; Kobel et al., 2009). Generally, n-back tests have participants respond to a target stimulus in accordance with a changing rule: “zero-back” conditions ask for a response to a target stimulus in the current trial, “1-back” to the stimulus’ occurrence in the previous trial (i.e., one trial back), “2-back” to its occurrence two trials back, and so on. The n-back is presumed to primarily measure functionality of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and connected structures—including the lateral premotor cortex, dorsal cingulate and medial premotor cortex, dorsolateral and ventrolateral PFC, frontal poles, and medial and lateral posterior parietal cortex (Owen et al., 2005; Rottschy et al., 2012). Some studies link working memory deficits with self-reported impulsiveness (Cheung et al., 2004; Stanford et al., 2009). Consistent with this notion, n-back performance is reported to be poor in people with borderline personality disorder (BPD: Hagenhoff et al., 2013), suicidality (Keilp et al., 2013), and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD: McCarthy et al., 2014). When performing n-back tasks, ADHD patients reportedly activate bilateral middle frontal, cerebellar, occipital and parietal areas less than do controls (Valera et al., 2005; Bayerl et al., 2010). Likewise, on various tasks that recruit executive functions, BPD patients display hypoactivation of frontal areas—including the DLPFC (Krause-Utz et al., 2014). Additional findings suggest that acute stress hinders n-back performance, and dampens task-induced PFC (Porcelli and Delgado, 2009; Gärtner et al., 2014) and DLPFC (Qin et al., 2012) activations. Related to this point, emotional distraction has been found to display intact (Castro-Fornieles et al., 2010; Nikendei et al., 2011; Lao-Kaim et al., 2014) or even supra-normal n-back performance (Dickson et al., 2008; Brooks et al., 2012). Two studies have examined brain activations during n-back performance in participants with AN (although neither compared AN-R with AN-BP types): the first found adolescents with active AN to show greater task-induced activation in parietal and parietal areas than did controls (Castro-Fornieles et al., 2010). The second noted no activation differences between adults with or without AN (Lao-Kaim et al., 2014). No study, to date, has studied n-back performance in BN.

1.2. The present study

We compared n-back performance and corresponding brain activations between groups of “restricter-only” and “binger–purger” adults, using an n-back variant designed to tap performance across a range of working memory loads and stress conditions. The n-back in question, developed and used by a member of our group (J.P.), amalgamated standard n-back features tapping working memory (e.g., Owen et al., 2005) with stress-inducing features (see Dedovic et al. (2005)). The task was designed to push participants to their working memory limits, while incrementally adding task-induced stress. We reasoned that the challenge of maintaining executive controls under conditions of high cognitive load and stress might simulate real-life conditions conducive to dysregulation in susceptible individuals. Based on observations indicating good n-back performance in people with AN (Dickson et al., 2008; Brooks et al., 2012), and associating impulsivity with weaker working memory performance (Cheung et al., 2004; Stanford et al., 2009), we expected ED-R participants to show superior n-back performance to that of EB-P participants. Of additional interest was to determine whether any observed performance differences coincided with PFC activation differences. Given limited pilot funding available, we included no healthy comparison group, opting instead to optimize power to detect hypothetical differences between “restricter-only” and “binge-eating/purging” groups. We acknowledge that the lack of a healthy comparison group means that our study cannot localize findings relative to normative task performances and brain activations. Nonetheless, we felt that any observed “restricter”/“binger” differences as to neurocognitive function, especially if they corresponded to differences in brain activations, might help inform modeling of ED-subtype variations.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Participants in this institutional ethics-board approved study were recruited through a specialized Eating Disorders Program. All provided informed consent, were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), and met DSM-IV-TR criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) for an ED. Exclusion criteria were pregnancy, having a bipolar, psychotic, or active substance-use disorder, or having a history of seizures, brain trauma or neurological disease. Diagnoses, made using validated structured clinical interviews administered by trained and supervised interviewers, were corroborated by senior clinicians with years of experience with ED patients (M.L. and H.S.). Of 46 ED women recruited, 12 had AN/R, six AN/BP, 17 BN, seven a restrictive form of Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (EDNOS) and four a bulimic variant of EDNOS. Based on the presence or absence of binge-eating and purging, we reclassified participants into a “restricter-only” (ED-R) group composed of 19 women (12 with AN-R and seven with a restricting form of EDNOS), and a “binge-eating/purging” (ED-BP) group composed of 27 women (17 with BN, six with AN-BP and four with a bulimic EDNOS variant). All ED-BP participants displayed recurrent binge-eating and compensatory behaviors over the past 3 months; ED-R participants had no such signs over the past 3 months. Past history of eating symptoms, obtained using a retrospective Eating Disorders Examination (EDE) interview (Fairburn and Cooper, 1993), identified four ED-R participants to have had a history of bingeing and purging symptoms. Variance related to diagnostic crossover was handled statistically (see Section 3). We applied no similar correction for the opposite
direction of crossover as a result of intense caloric restraint was invariably present in ED-BP participants. Psychoactive medication use was not exclusionary, and was being used by 47% of ED-R and 68% of ED-BP participants. Psychoactive medication use were controlled using covariance procedures (see Section 3). The proportion of members of each group using specific medication classes (sometimes more than one type) was as follows: antidepressants: ED-R = 47.4%; ED-BP = 58.6%; antipsychotics: ED-R = 31.6%; ED-BP = 20.7%; anxiolytics: ED-R = 0.0%; ED-BP = 13.8%. Chi-squared tests detected no ED-R versus ED-BP differences on any proportion. Among ED-R participants, seven were taking a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), two received venlafaxine, and six were prescribed an atypical antipsychotic. Among ED-BP participants, 16 were on an SSRI, six were on atypical antipsychotics, and two were on anxiolytics. Participants were on a stable medication regimen for at least 2 weeks before testing.

2.2. Measures

ED symptoms were measured using the Eating Disorders Examination (EDE: Fairburn and Cooper, 1993) interview, which assesses ED-specific and associated psychopathological symptoms (n ≥ 0.80 on all subscales). To tap comorbid symptoms, we administered the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale. version 11 (BIS: Patton et al., 1995), the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I (SCID-I: First et al., 1996b) and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II (SCID-II, version 2: First et al., 1996a). On the BIS, α = 0.83. SCID-I inter-rater reliability for ED symptoms ranges from 0.75 to 1.00 (Hopper et al., 2004). SCID-II kappa values range from 0.40 to 0.98 for categorical diagnoses; internal consistency coefficients range from 0.39 to 1.0 (Zanarini et al., 2000).

2.3. Neuropsychological task

We used a computerized n-back variant that coupled the working memory component of an oddball task (e.g., Owen et al., 2005) with a variable induction component inspired by Dedovic et al. (2005). The task required participants to respond to target digits presented directly on a screen (e.g., the digit 7) or indirectly as the solution to an arithmetic problem (e.g., 5 + 2 = 7). According to a variable n-back rule requiring a response to the digit presented in the current trial (0-back), to the digit’s occurrence in the previous trial (1-back), or to the digit’s occurrence two trials back (2-back). Other features of the task were designed to heighten performance pressure: Feedback ("correct" or "incorrect") was displayed after each response. The n-back rule (0, 1 or 2 trials back) was varied without warning. The duration of the timer window (default = 5 s) was adapted to the participant’s performance such that after two consecutive correct answers, the duration was decreased by 10%, and after two consecutive errors, it was increased by 10%. The n-back applied here can be obtained through one of the authors (J.P.).

Participants completed two runs of the task, each involving Rest, Control, and Experimental conditions. The Rest condition (two blocks of eight scanner acquisitions each) had participants view a neutral display without any targets. The Control condition (two blocks of 38 acquisitions each) had participants perform 0-back Math trials only, with a fixed default window. The Experimental conditions included all combinations of Digits and Math trials with the adaptive time-out window, and with two blocks of 50 acquisitions each. Testing occurred between 14.00 and 19.00 h.

2.4. Image acquisition

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data were acquired on a 1.5 T Siemens MAGNETOM Sonata. T2* weighted volumes with blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast were obtained for fMRI scanning using the “Mosaic 64” sequence, with 34 slices per volume acquired every 2.88 s during the scanning (echo time ≈ 50 ms). Scanning time and stimulus presentation were synchronized using a trigger signal sent from the scanner to the computer presenting the stimuli. A horizontal acquisition sequence was chosen with an alignment along the long axis of the hippocampus using an interleaved slice order. Volumes were acquired continuously for 10 min (resting state fMRI) and then following tasks. Participants viewed stimuli on a semitransparent screen via a head-coil-mounted mirror system, and responded via a mouse connected by optical cable to a computer. Following the functional session, a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical volume (1 mm isotropic resolution) was acquired.

2.5. Data analyses

ED-R and ED-BP groups were compared on descriptive and clinical variables using chi-squared or t-tests. Participants’ n-back performance was measured as percent correct, incorrect or “timed out” (trials in which the response did not arrive before the window closed) responses—with indices computed separately for each level of Task Difficulty (TD: 0-back, 1-back or 2-back) and Condition (Digits or Math). Reaction times (RTs) to achieve correct and incorrect trials were recorded. Variables were subjected to a mixed design analysis of variance (ANOVA), assessing effects of Group (C: ED-R versus ED-BP), TD, and G × TD interactions. Digits and Math conditions were analyzed separately.

Imaging data were processed using FMRIB Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT) Version 6.0, part of FMRIB’s Software Library (FSL, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). For first level analyses (single runs for individual subjects), we applied motion correction using the FSL Motion Correction program FMRIB’s Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT; Jenkinson et al., 2002), slice-timing correction using Fourier-space phase-shifting, non-brain removal using the BET brain extraction tool (Smith, 2002), spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of full width at half-maximum (FWHM) 8.0 mm: grand-mean intensity normalization of the entire 4D dataset by a single multiplicative factor; high-pass temporal filtering (Gaussian weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with τ = 50.0 s). Time-series statistical analysis was carried out using FMRIB’s Improved Linear Model (FILM) with local autocorrelation correction (Woolrich et al., 2001). Registration was carried out first to high-resolution structural images and then to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space images. Registration to high resolution structural and/or standard space images was carried out using FLIRT, FMRIB’s linear image registration tool (Johnston and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002). As the local deformations permitted by a non-linear method are thought to provide superior registration of inter-individual differences than do linear methods, registration from high-resolution structural to standard space was further refined using FMRIB’s nonlinear image registration tool (FNIRT) (Anderson et al., 2007a, 2007b). For second level analyses, fixed effects analyses of two runs for an individual subject, a fixed effects model was used by forcing the random effects variance to zero in FMRIB’s Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME; Beckmann et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2004; Woolrich, 2008). Third level analyses (mixed effects over multiple subjects) were carried out using FLAME stage 1 (Beckmann et al., 2003; Woolrich et al., 2004; Woolrich, 2008). The third level models allowed for elective inclusion of covariates. For instance, in one such analysis, we included Body-Mass Index (BMI), Age and Education. Each covariate was demeaned, with Education input along a scale from 1 (no schooling) to 7 (graduate degree). Mean Age, BMI and Education were 23.0 years (S.D. 5.3), range 18–38, 19.6 (S.D. 3.3, range 15.2–27.5), and 3.8 (S.D. 1.1, range 2–7), respectively.

Z (Gaussianised T/F)statistical images were thresholded using Gaussian Random Field (GRF)-theory-based maximum height thresholding with a corrected significance threshold of p < 0.05 (Worsley, 2001). Cluster-based thresholding was determined by z = 2.3 for voxels and a corrected significance threshold of p < 0.05 for clusters. ED-R participants were compared to ED-BP using unpaired samples t-tests. Given interest in frontal (executive) functions, we made an a priori decision to consider only frontal grey matter (excluding the primary motor area), setting the boundary for our determination between Brodmann areas 4 and 6, so as to consider everything anterior to and including Brodmann area 6 (specifically, areas 6, 8, 9, 10–16, 24, 25, 32, 33, and 44–47). Contrasts always compared activations occurring during the 1-back or 2-back rule within each condition (Digits and Math) with that obtained during the corresponding 0-back condition, which contrasted brain activations across situations that were equal in all respects except for cognitive demands. (Contrasting an active n-back condition to the “Rest” condition, in which the participant passively viewed the presentation display without trials being presented, would have only contrasted brain-activity while problem solving to problem solving that occurred while being mentally inactive.)

3. Results

3.1. Participant characteristics

Compared with ED-R participants, ED-BP participants tended to be slightly older, have higher BMIs, and have longer durations of illness (see Table 1). Likewise, ED-BP participants displayed higher scores on body dissatisfaction, bulimia, and impulsivity measures, although current and lifetime major depression, lifetime panic disorder, and BPD, than did ED-R participants. The groups did not differ as to use of psychoactive medications [χ² (1 d.f.) = 1.418; p = 0.234].

3.2. Task performance

Across most conditions, significant TD effects were observed on percent correct and incorrect responses, and on corresponding RTs (see Table 2). Significant Group × TD interactions were obtained on Digits Percent Correct and Digits Percent Timed-out, and there were significant main G effects on Digits Percent Correct, Digits RT Correct, Math Percent Correct, Math RT Correct and Math RT
Correct trials, fewer incorrect trials, and (in the more difficult condition) fewer Timeouts. Where interaction effects were obtained (Digits Percent Correct and Digits Percent Timeout), findings were consistent with superior performance by ED-R versus ED-BP participants at more demanding TDs.

3.3. Brain activation patterns

On three of four main contrasts that examined task-induced brain-activations (i.e., comparing 1-back Digits to 0-back Digits, and 1- and 2-back Math to 0-back Math), we obtained no group-based differences. However, in the 2-back minus 0-back Digits contrast, a significant activation difference was observed, implying...
greater average activation in the ED-R group in a right hemisphere cluster (involving 953 frontal lobe voxels and having a "center of gravity" at \(x, y, z = +23.2, +9.58, +55.3\)), spanning a small anterior portion of Brodmann area (BA) 6 (implicating parts of the premotor cortex and, some authors would argue, DLPFC (Petrides, 2005; Badre and D’Esposito, 2009) to BA 8 (the right superior frontal gyrus, unambiguously implicating the DLPFC). The cluster was significant using a family-wise error correction (FSL-generated cluster-based \(p < 0.006\)), spanned 953 frontal lobe voxels and had a "center of gravity" at \(X, Y, Z = +23.2, +9.58, +55.3\). A secondary and smaller neighboring cluster \((p < 0.05\), right inferior frontal sulcus\) spanned 593 voxels with a center of gravity at \(X, Y, Z = +46.5, +22.7, +27\). Slice-wise images are viewed at MNI coordinates \(X, Y, Z = +42, +18, +48\), which is the location of the peak voxel from the cluster \((t = 4.1)\). The color plot represents the \(t\)-value at each voxel, and is the same for images (a–c). The images are displayed in neurological convention: right = right and left = left. (B) After adjusting for the covariates Age, BMI and Education, the cluster remained significant (FSL-generated cluster-based \(p < 0.04\)), spanned 619 frontal lobe voxels and had a "center of gravity" at \(X, Y, Z = +10.8, +3.4, +58.9\). Slice-wise images are viewed at MNI coordinates \(X, Y, Z = +26, -4, +64\), which is the location of the peak voxel from the cluster \((t = 6.0)\). (C) The same contrast from A, rendered in three dimensions in order to visualize the spatial extent of the significant clusters. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Adding Age, BMI and Education level as covariates, we obtained a significant activation difference (FSL-generated cluster-based \(p < 0.04\)) centered in roughly the same location to that isolated in the preceding analysis, but encompassing a more-circumscribed region (see Fig. 1B). Reduced cluster size and statistical significance are both likely results of reduced statistical power, owing to introduction of covariates. In an ancillary analysis (performed separately to avoid over-parameterization of our model), we tested the 2-back Digits versus 0-back Digits contrast using psychoactive medication as a covariate, and found no substantive change as to significance of findings (FSL-generated cluster-based \(p < 0.03\)). Similarly, in a separate analysis, we added Chronicity of Illness (in months) as a covariate and found comparable results to those of our first analysis (shown in Fig. 1A), with two significant clusters of activation (FSL-generated cluster-based \(p < 0.001\) and \(p < 0.05\)).
in essentially the same locations isolated by the main analysis. Furthermore, removal of four ED-R participants who had acknowledged a history of binge-eating or purging behavior did not substantively impact findings—which now showed a single larger cluster (FSL cluster-based \( p < 0.001 \), spanning 2575 voxels, with a center of gravity at \( x, y, z = +31.2, +14.6, +41.9 \), in the region previously identified) and revealing differential brain activations between ED-R and ED-BP participants in the 2-back minus 0-back Digits contrast.

To account for possible effects of group differences as to n-back performance on neural activation, we tested the group activation difference obtained in the 2-back minus 0-back contrast, but applying “percent correct responses” in the 2-back condition as a covariate. The result showed a single cluster (FSL cluster-based \( p < 0.001 \), spanning 1947 voxels, with a center of gravity at \( x, y, z = +32.5, +14.8, +42.5 \)). In other words, the effect again largely implicated the DLPFC. As a further test, we repeated our analyses identifying group-based differences in the DLPFC region of interest, but using correct trials only. Here, significant results were not obtained. Reduced power, associated with a reduced number of samplings within correct-trial groupings may, at least in part, explain the absence of significant effects.

Although our study’s power for tests of relationships between severity of symptoms and brain activations was limited, we also examined the correlation between the cluster average activation (again in the BA 6 and BA 8 region of interest) during the 2-back minus 0-back Digits condition for each participant and each of the following values: EDE Total, Shape Concerns, Weight Concerns, Fear of Weight Gain, and Restriction scores, and Objective Binge Episodes, Vomiting Episodes (all evaluated over the preceding 28 days) and Barratt Impulsiveness total scores. None of the correlations achieved statistical significance.

4. Discussion

This study showed ED-R and ED-BP participants to perform differently on a specialized n-back task—with the ED-R group doing considerably better than the ED-BP group across most levels of task difficulty. In parallel, our findings showed a group-based difference as to brain-activations in one of the n-back conditions (the 2-back minus 0-back Digits contrast)—indicating the ED-R group to show more activation relative to the ED-BP group in a region encompassing the right DLPFC (BA 8) and a small portion of premotor cortex (BA 6) which, arguably, is functionally a component of the DLPFC. Anterior BA 6 has been considered to have “pre-frontal” functioning and included with BA 8 as a part of the posterior-DLPFC (Petrides, 2005; Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). We note that the activation effect persisted after controls for effects of Age, BMI, Education, Illness Chronicity and psychoactive medication use.

n-Back tasks are believed to activate a frontostriatal circuit that includes the DLPFC (see Owen et al. (2005)). We are therefore encouraged to interpret the differential n-back performances observed in our ED-R and ED-BP groups, and the group-based difference in brain activation seen in one of our contrasts (mainly indicative of lesser PFC activation in the ED-BP group), as reflecting a group-based difference in neurocognitive functioning. The tendencies observed—indicating weaker working memory performance in ED-BP versus ED-R participants and (possibly) a corresponding propensity towards weaker task-induced activation in the DLPFC—would be compatible with group-based differences in clinical phenomenology, which associate the “binger–purger” profile with greater attentional and behavioral impulsivity than found in the “restrictor-only” profile.

Because our study lacked a healthy comparison group, we cannot localize findings obtained in our ED-R and ED-BP groups in relation to normative results. Our study does, however, provide preliminary evidence (sufficient to motivate further investigation) of differential performances of these groups on the specialized n-back task applied here, and of possible group-based differences as to frontal brain-activations—as might suggest that the different clinical phenomenologies of interest coincide with different neuropathological differences. Although we observed performance differences between people with “restrictive” or “binger–purger” ED variants across most of our n-back conditions, we detected activation differences in only the 2-back versus 0-back Digits contrast. We cannot ascertain why an activation difference would be observed in this contrast alone. However, we consider a “difficulty-threshold” type effect—where the difficulty of the 2-back Digits condition may have been calibrated to pick up a group-based activation difference that did not emerge when the task was easy for individuals in both groups (e.g., 1-back Digits or Math), or when individuals in both groups were pressed to or beyond their performance limits (as in the 2-back Math).

We add a comment concerning directionality of the group-based activation effect observed. Some findings have actually associated stronger performance on working memory tasks with lesser prefrontal activations (e.g., Caldú et al., 2007; Dumontheil et al., 2011), not greater ones, as is the case in our findings. Inverse associations between performance and strength of brain activation have sometimes been interpreted to imply more efficient functioning of the relevant brain region. We note, however, findings that have linked memory load (Jaeggi et al., 2003) and motivation (Sarterthwaite et al., 2012) positively with n-back induced activations in various brain structures. Following from the preceding, we assume that a positive association between brain activation and task performance observed here may be attributable to a particularly heavy load placed upon working memory and motivation by our n-back task—in response to which “restrictor-only” participants may have been relatively more able than ED-BP participants to recruit needed cortical resources. Alternatively, we consider that ED-R participants, as reflected in their capacity to maintain relentless dietary restraint implies, may be capable of uniquely high degrees of motivation to realize goals. If so, the activation discrepancy we observe may, in part, reflect higher motivation to perform well in our ED-R participants.

We add that careful attention to differences associated with task parameters and sampling characteristics is warranted when attempting to interpret results obtained across studies in the ED literature. In this literature, some studies applying tasks presumed to tap frontal inhibitory controls show relatively weaker activations in frontal regions when comparing individuals displaying bulimic symptomatology to healthy control groups (Marsh et al., 2009; Joos et al., 2011), whereas others show relatively stronger activations (e.g., Lock et al., 2011). We suspect that apparent discrepancies may reflect differential brain-activation patterns associated with such factors as age, illness chronicity, comorbid traits, and variable task demands.

4.1. Limitations

This was an uncontrolled pilot investigation, designed to make a preliminary examination of hypothetical differences between “restrictor-only” and “binger/purger” patients. Given the absence of a healthy control group, we can make no assertions about directional alterations in brain function in either clinical group studied. Furthermore, we applied FSL’s recommended settings of cluster-based statistics (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), using a Z threshold of 2.3 for voxels (which corresponds roughly to \( p < 0.01 \)) and a
p < 0.05 for clusters. While some authors have acknowledged the application of a more conservative threshold in cluster-based analyses using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM: see Woo et al. (2014)), the preceding is not common practice, and runs the risk of unduly creating false negatives. Given an exploratory study examining group-based activation differences in what would predictably be a relatively broad region (namely the PFC and connected structures believed to be activated by n-back tasks), we have opted to apply a method that controls for multiple comparisons across a large brain region (i.e., FSL), instead of one that gives high spatial acuity at risk of false negatives (i.e., SPM). Nonetheless, readers should bear in mind that the localizations of functions suggested by our findings lack fine-grained spatial precision. Another limitation relates to the possible impact on our findings of psychiatric comorbidity. As results indicate, “biner–purger” participants were characterized by heightened comorbidity on various dimensions. The preceding raises the concern that group-based n-back performance differences are attributable to comorbidity instead of to the presence of bulimic symptoms. Moreover, we applied only partial controls for diagnostic crossover in the histories of our participants, and for medication use.

Not having obtained measures of IQ or ADHD, we were unable to control for effects of such factors upon task performance. We did, however, adjust for variance associated with educational level, and found no potential confound. Lastly, we note that the n-back variant we applied intentionally included the aspect of evaluating executive functioning under conditions of high performance demand and evaluative stress. While this manipulation was of theoretical interest, it risks confounding effects owing to stress-reactivity with those purely associated with executive functions. In a related vein, findings that would validate the n-back variant applied here in healthy individuals have not yet been published, which limits our ability to comment on expected levels of performance in healthy populations.

4.2. Implications for future research

Future studies might build upon the present preliminary findings in several ways: addition of a normal-eater comparison group would help localize brain-activation findings in relation to normative levels, and a components analysis involving standard and modified n-back tasks might help separate effects due to demand upon executive functions from those attributable to stress or social-evaluative anxieties. In addition, a more thorough assay of comorbid psychopathological traits and tendencies, especially if obtained in samples large enough to support thorough analysis of sources of variance, would help tease apart effects that were attributable to categorical distinctions (such as between restricter-only and biner–purger patients) from those owing to variations in trait correlates. Given evident heterogeneities that exist within categorical ED diagnoses, such efforts are necessary if we are to avoid misattribution of effects to ED pathology that might instead reflect concurrent trait tendencies.

5. Conclusions

This is the first study to document performance differences between “restricter-only” and “biner–purger” patients on a specialized n-back test, and to link group-based performance differences (in at least a preliminary fashion) to differential activations of DLPC circuitry. Our findings make a case for the interpretation that different capacities for inhibitory control displayed by individuals suffering “restrictive” and “binge–purge” eating-disorder variants may implicate different average capacities to activate frontal brain regions underlying executive control. The suggested distinction would be quite compatible with a known association between deficits in working memory and propensity towards behavioral disinhibition (Bogg and Finn, 2010; Endres et al., 2011), given the tendency for individuals with “binge–purge” variants to display problems of inhibitory control, and those with “restrictive” ED variants to evince better task persistence. Most models of ED pathology assume that variations along an inhibition/disinhibition dimension account for differences seen between individuals who maintain relentless dietary restraint over prolonged periods (without succumbing to binge-eating/purging symptoms) and those who fail prey to binge-eating and purging following relatively modest dietary restraint. In this respect, we believe that our results, although preliminary, may add useful information to the effort to model neurocognitive and neuroanatomical correlates of different eating-disorder phenotypes. Furthermore, our findings contribute to the effort to root clinical tendencies seen in eating-disordered individuals to specific variations as to brain function which may, ultimately, be amenable to therapeutic intervention or serve as markers of risk, disorder activity, or recovery.
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